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CARTOON NETWORK GOES RETRO FOR THE ULTIMATE
APRIL FOOLS STUNT
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SURPRISE! Don’t adjust that dial! We interrupt your regular programming of Teen Titans
Go!, Ben 10, Teen Titans Go!, The Powerpuff Girls, Adventure Time, even more Teen
Titans Go! to bring you A BLAST FROM CARTOON NETWORKS PAST!
To celebrate April Fools, Cartoon Network will go back to the beginning, introducing a new
generation of viewers to retro shows that were all the rage in 1996 – 2002! Get ready to
be stunned by the antics featured in hit classics Dexter’s Laboratory, Ed Edd n Eddy, The
Grimm Adventures of Billy and Mandy and Codename: Kids Next Door!
Starting from 12pm-4pm on April 1, 2018, we are bringing back some of the best retro
shows the channel has ever seen – but airing them now.
The line-up features shows that premiered between 1996 – 2002 and includes the below
shows:


Dexter’s Laboratory – Dexter is a boy genius who has a
secret laboratory. His intelligence makes him the brains of the
family and he is one of the world's greatest inventors, having
created countless weird and amazing machines and experiments.
He is always working on new inventions and creations every day,
but his sister Dee Dee is always breaking into his lab and
destroying his work making for disastrous consequences.


Ed, Edd n Eddy - Like any boys trying to survive their
adolescence, Ed, Edd and Eddy are as clueless about girls as
everything else. Eddy may not be the brains of the trio, but he's the
"idea guy," always scheming and dragging his buddies along. Ed,
Edd n Eddy go on summertime adventures involving part-time
jobs, treehouses and of course, girls. Ed, Edd n Eddy is the longest
running Cartoon Network Original series.


Codename: Kids Next Door - A mysterious treehouse
hidden from adults is the headquarters for five friends known as
Kids Next Door. These 10-year-olds take on adults to get out of
going to the dentist or summer camp by using "2x4 Technology."
They build and design elaborate contraptions using anything they
can get their hands on: bubble gum, old wood, and spare tires.
Each kid has a specialty and works with the team to win silly battles
with adults.


Grimm Adventures of Billy and Mandy - Billy and Mandy
are a mismatched pair of youngsters who befriend the Grim Reaper
after winning a limbo contest against him. Since the Grim Reaper
lost, he has to be their friend, and the three go on adventures
together. Between school, family and visitors from the spirit world,
Billy and Mandy sometimes need help to clean up the messes they
get themselves into, and that's where Hos Delgado comes in. Hos
and the Grim Reaper are not friends, and with Mandy's bossy
nature and Billy's curious attitude funny escapades ensue.

About Cartoon Network
Turner’s Cartoon Network, the number one kids’ channel in Asia Pacific, offers the best in
original animated content including the multi-award-winning global hits Ben 10, The
Powerpuff Girls, OK K.O.! Let’s Be Heroes, Adventure Time and We Bare Bears.
Cartoon Network is available in 29 countries throughout Asia Pacific and is currently seen
in more than 135 million pay-TV homes. Internationally, it is seen in 192 countries and
over 400 million homes, and is an industry leader with a global offering of the best in
award-winning animated entertainment for kids and families.
The brand is known for putting its fans at the centre of everything by applying creative
thinking and innovation across multiple platforms. Cartoon Network also reaches millions
more through its websites, games and apps, including Cartoon Network Watch and Play
and Cartoon Network Anything. Cartoon Network, sister brand to Boomerang, POGO and
Toonami, is created and distributed by Turner, a Time Warner Company.
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